An abstract notion of category of information systems or I-category is introduced as a generalisation of Scott's well-known category of information systems. As in the theory of partial orders, I-categories can be complete or !-algebraic, and it is shown that !-algebraic I-categories can be obtained from a certain completion of countable I-categories. The proposed axioms for a complete I-category introduce a global partial order on the morphisms of the category, making them a cpo. An initial algebra theorem for a class of functors continuous on the cpo of morphisms is proved, thus giving canonical solution of domain equations; an e ective version of these results for !-algebraic I-categories is also provided. Some basic examples of I-categories representing the categories of sets, Boolean algebras, Scott domains and continuous Scott domains are constructed.
Introduction
A distinctive feature of information systems representing Scott domains, as expressed in Sco82, LW84] , is that the collection of all information systems itself has an \information ordering". This has the consequence that domain equations of the form D = F (D) for the recursive speci cation of types, can be handled by ordinary (cpo) xed point techniques. The same feature had been noticed already in the context of the presentation of domains for sequentiality by \concrete data structures" in BC81]. We shall use \information systems" loosely to cover all such presentations of domains, as well as, indeed, many systems of presentation of spaces and structures that are not domains at all.
The ordering of information systems is, typically, de ned as follows.
Let I; J be information systems, with token sets L; L 0 . Then I E J i L L 0 and the operations and relations of L are the restrictions to L of those of L 0 . If we further ask that the tokens of information systems all be drawn from a common pool of tokens and that the very same token, , appear as the distinguished member in all information systems that we consider (in a given context), we nd (typically) that the collection of information systems under E is a cpo (even, for example, an !-algebraic cpo) with the trivial information system with token set f g as its least element; see Section 5.1. Some versions, of course, dispense with , and have the empty system as the least one. The result is an approach to domain equations which is appreciably simpler than other standard approaches in terms of inverse limits, universal objects, or O-categories. But it must be pointed out that the simple approach, in terms of the E -ordering of information systems, does not give us everything that the more elaborate category-theoretic methods yield: Speci cally, we do not get an initial algebra theorem, characterising the intended solutions of the above domain equation. Our enquiry really starts with the question: What needs to be added to the information system method, to get something fully equivalent to the other standard methods for solving a domain equation?
The answer, we suggest, is that a global information ordering of morphisms, E m , is needed, in addition to (or, including) that for objects. Concretely, we can de ne:
(f : I 1 ! I 2 ) E m (g : J 1 ! J 2 ) if I n E J n (n = 1; 2) and f g (note that f; g are sets of pairs of tokens). For the general theory, however, we do not work concretely in this way: rather, we abstract the required properties of the global ordering of objects and morphisms, arriving at an axiomatic notion of \category of information systems", or \I-category". All the required theory of domain equations, at least as far as the (e ective) initial algebra theorem, can be developed at the abstract level, and is then available to be applied routinely to various concrete situations, such as Scott domains, stable domains, Stone spaces, and even metric spaces. Various constructions, such as the functor category of two categories of information systems, can also be handled.
We summarise the remainder of the paper. Section 2 introduces I-categories as elaborated partial orders, with complete I-categories corresponding to cpo's, and an appropriate notion of !-algebraic I-category. Section 3 presents the general initial algebra theorem for complete I-categories. In Section 4, it is shown that the material of the preceding sections can be straightforwardly e ectivized. Finally, in Section 5, some basic examples are considered: Scott domains; the continuous generalisation of these domains; and in a little more detail, Boolean algebras regarded as information systems for Stone spaces.
Basic De nitions and Axioms
In this section we give the basic de nitions of a category of information systems, which we simply call an I-category, and the related notions. Our notations are fairly standard. For a category P, we denote its class of objects by Obj P and its class of morphisms by Mor P , and we often delete the subscript P. The mappings dom and cod : Mor ! Obj denote the domain and the codomain mappings associated with P, and Id : Obj ! Mor denotes the mapping which takes an object to the identity morphism of that object so that the identity morphism on A is denoted by Id(A). We denote the morphism f with domain A and codomain B by f : A ! B. For f; g 2 Mor with cod(f) = dom(g), we denote the composition of f and g by f; g (instead of the more common notation g f), which should be read as f followed by g.
Given a functor F : P 1 ! P 2 between two categories P 1 and P 2 we write F o : Obj P 1 ! Obj P 2 and F m : Mor P 1 ! Mor P 2 for the induced mappings on objects and morphisms respectively. The identity endofunctor is denoted by ID. We say P is a countable category if Mor P is countable. P f denotes the nite power set constructor, i.e. for a set A, P f (A) is the set of all nite subsets of A. Given a partial order (A; v) and a; b 2 A, we write a"b if a and b are bounded above i.e. if there exists c 2 A with a v c and b v c. We denote the class of compact elements of an algebraic cpo A by K A .
I-categories
An I-category is, intuitively speaking, an ordered category with a distinguished class of morphisms, called inclusion morphisms, which induces a partial order on the class of morphisms as well as on the class of objects. Here is the precise de nition.
De nition 2.1 An I-category is a four tuple (P; Inc; v; ) where: P is a category with ordered hom-sets,
Inc
Mor is the subclass of inclusion morphisms of P such that in each hom-set, hom(A; B), there is at most one inclusion morphism which we denote by in (A; B) (ii) The initial algebra theorem (Section 3) holds without Axiom 1(iii) which can be dispensed with in a more general setting. However in the present paper we choose to retain this axiom which implies that inclusion morphisms are monomorphisms and that the subcategory of strict morphisms of an !-algebraic I-category is itself an !-algebraic I-category (Proposition 3.3).
For convenience, we often denote an I-category by its carrier and write P for (P; Inc; v; ). We now de ne partial orders E on Obj P and E m on Mor P of an I-category (P; Inc; v; ) as follows: Example 2.4 Partial Orders. Any partial order with least element, (Q; v), considered as a category in the standard way, gives rise to an I-category (Q; Inc; =; ?), where Inc = Mor, \=" is the discrete partial order on hom-sets and = ?. Similarly, pre-orders are examples of pre-I-categories.
Example 2.5 Sets. Consider the category of sets which we denote by Sets. It can be easily checked that (Sets; Inc; =; ;) is a large I-category, where Inc is just the set inclusions, \=" is the discrete partial order on hom-sets and ; is the empty set. Here, we have (f : A ! B) E m (g : C ! D) i A B; C D and f = g A .
Complete I-categories
In the same way that we de ne a cpo as a partial order having lubs of increasing chains, we can de ne a complete I-category as an I-category with some completion properties:
De nition 2.6 A complete I-category (P; Inc; v; ) is an I-category which satis es the following three axioms: 
Hence, we obtain dom( Finally in this section, we note that the product P 1 P 2 of two I-categories P 1 and P 2 is an I-category, with P 1 P 2 = ( P 1 ; P 2 ) and the partial order on hom-sets and inclusion morphisms de ned co-ordinatewise in the obvious way. Furthermore P 1 P 2 is complete (!-algebraic) if P 1 and P 2 are complete (!-algebraic).
Completion of an I-category
Recall that the ideal completion of a countable poset, (L; v), gives rise to an !-algebraic cpo, (L; ), of directed ideals of L ordered by inclusion. In the same way we can take the \ideal completion" of a countable I-category to obtain an !-algebraic I-category as follows.
De nition 2.14 For a countable I-category P = (P; Inc; v; ), its I-completion, P = (P ; Inc; ; ) is given by: Next we need to verify that P satis es the basic axioms of a category. It is in fact routine to check that Id(A) is indeed the identity morphism on A, that F; G 2 hom(dom(F); cod(G)) and that the composition of morphisms is associative.
Finally, we establish the expected result:
Proposition 2.17 P is an !-algebraic I-category.
Proof The proof is divided into three parts.
(i) P is an I-category: We will only verify Axiom 1(iii) here. As in the last step in the proof of Proposition 2.16, we get g; in(A 0 ; A 00 ) 2 G, and it follows that f 2 G and the proof is complete.
(ii) P is a complete I-category: First we claim that F 1 E m F 2 i F 1 F 2 . Let F 1 : A 1 ! B 1 and F 2 : A 2 ! B 2 . Suppose we have F 1 F 2 . By the de nition of the domain and codomain of a morphism in P, it follows that A 1 A 2 and B 1 B 2 . From the de nition of composition of morphisms in P, one gets G 1 G 2 , H 1 H 2 , cod(G 1 ) = dom(H 1 ) and cod(G 2 ) = dom(H 2 ) which imply that G 1 ; H 1 G 2 ; H 2 . Hence, by combining these two observations, we obtain (iii) P is !-algebraic. That (Mor P ; E m ) is !-algebraic follows from the fact that it is the (directed) ideal completion of the countable poset (Mor P ; E m ). The compact elements of (Mor P ; E m ) are just the principal ideals of (Mor P ; E m ). If #f; f 2 Mor P , is such a compact element, we have cod(#f) = #cod(f) which is a principal ideal in (Obj P ; E) and hence a compact element of (Obj P ; E); i.e. Axiom 7(i) holds.
Next suppose #A and #B, with A; B 2 Obj P , are compact elements of (Obj P ; E) with #A #B, then A E B and in(#A; #B) = #in(A; B) which is compact. This gives Axiom 7(ii). Finally, if #f and #g are compact morphisms that can be composed, then (#f); (#g) = #(f; g) which is compact, i.e. Axiom 7(iii) is also satis ed.
Conversely, any !-algebraic I-category is isomorphic to the completion of a countable I-category. To make this more precise we need :
De nition 2.18 The base of an !-algebraic I-category, P, is the subcategory P b of compact objects and compact morphisms of P, i.e.
Clearly, P b is a countable category. We also have:
Proposition 2.19 If P is an !-algebraic I-category, then P is isomorphic to P b .
Proof The functors F : P ! P b and G : P b ! P de ned by F o : A 7 ?! fB 2 Obj P b j B E Ag
give an isomorphism between P and P b .
In practice, many concrete !-algebraic I-categories are obtained by completing I-categories with nite hom-sets. In fact we will see in the nal section that this result holds for !-algebraic information categories which are concrete !-algebraic I-categories.
Before introducing the notion of information categories and presenting some basic examples, however, we are going to establish some fundamental results on solving domain equations in complete I-categories.
The Initial Algebra Theorem
In this section, we present one of our main results, i.e. the initial algebra theorem for a suitable class of endofunctors on a complete I-category. We begin with some de nitions. In the case of Scott information systems, strict morphisms represent the usual notion of a strict function, i.e. one which preserves the least element.
Proposition 3.2 Let P be an I-category.
(i) If f 2 Mor P is strict and g E m f, then g is strict as well.
(ii) Inclusion morphisms of P are strict. ( iii) The composition of strict morphisms of P is strict. (iv) If P is complete, then the lub of an increasing chain of strict morphisms of P is strict. We now de ne, for an I-category P, the subcategory of strict morphisms, P s , by:
Obj P s = Obj P ; Mor P s = ff 2 Mor P j f is strictg:
Using the above proposition, the following can now be shown. Proposition 3.3 (i) If P is an I-category, so is P s .
(ii) If P is an (!-algebraic) complete I-category, so is P s .
Proof (i) Axiom 1 holds as inclusion morphisms are strict by Proposition 3.2(ii), whereas Axiom 2 holds by Proposition 3.2(iii).
(ii) If P is a complete I-category, then (Mor P s ; E m ) will be a cpo by Proposition 3.2(iv), and the other axioms of a complete I-category will trivially hold for P s . If P is !-algebraic, then any strict morphism will be the lub of an increasing chain of compact morphisms, which will be strict as well by Proposition 3.2(i). This implies that P s will be !-algebraic.
Standard functors
In dealing with functors between I-categories, it is natural to require that the functors preserve the class of inclusion morphisms.
De nition 3.4 Let P; P 0 be I-categories and P; P 0 complete I-categories.
(i) A functor F : P ! P 0 is standard if it preserves the order in the hom-sets and the inclusion morphisms; it is strictness preserving if it preserves strict morphisms.
(ii) A functor F : P ! P 0 is continuous if the induced map on morphisms F m : (Mor P ; E m ) ! (Mor P 0 ; E m ) is a continuous (cpo)
function.
We will work with standard and continuous endofunctors on I-categories. Here is a list of their basic properties:
Proposition 3.5 Let P; P 0 be I-categories and P; P 0 complete I-categories.
(i) A functor F : P ! P 0 is standard i F(in(A; B)) = in(F (A); F(B)) for all in(A; B)) 2 Inc P .
(ii) Composition of standard functors is standard.
(iii) A standard functor F : P ! P 0 is strictness preserving.
(iv) If F : P ! P 0 is a continuous endofunctor, then the induced map on objects F o : (Obj P ; E) ! (Obj P 0 ; E) is continuous.
(iii) Let (f : A ! B) 2 P s . Then, we have:
(iv) This follows easily by the continuity of Id P and dom P 0 (Proposition 2.7), and the observation that F o = dom P 0 F m Id P .
Since we will only be dealing with standard functors, we assume from now on that all functors between I-categories are standard. We now proceed to state our results for I-categories. Recall that we denote the inclusion morphism in(A; B) by A B.
Lemma 3.6 The lub of any increasing chain of objects in a complete I-category P is a colimit of the chain in P. It is also a colimit of the chain in P s .
Proof Let 
This proves the rst part. and composition of morphisms is a monotonic operation with respect to E m , it follows that F(g i ); k E m F(g i+1 ); k i.e. g i+1 E m g i+2 , proving the inductive step. To show that the g i 's are strict, note that g 0 is strict as it is an inclusion morphism. Assume that g i is strict. Then F(g i ) is strict since F is a standard functor (Proposition 3.5(iii)), and hence g i+1 = F(g i ); k is strict, since the composition of strict morphisms is strict. It now follows by Proposition 3.2(iv) that h is strict as it is the lub of an increasing chain of strict morphisms. Furthermore, the continuity of F implies:
Therefore (h; F(h)) is a morphism of the category of F-algebras of P s mediating between (D; Id(D)) and (E; k). We have therefore succeeded in obtaining an initial algebra theorem by essentially a cpo construction without the usual heavy category-theoretic machinery based on global cocontinuity of functors. 
where ID is the identity functor, F A is the constant functor which maps all objects to A 2 Obj, P f is the nite power set constructor, \? ?" and \? + ?" are the product and the disjoint sum functors, A f denotes a nite set in Obj, \? ! ?" is the function space constructor and We then nd, after dropping all brackets, that D = f0 nil; 10 nil; 110 nil; 1110 nil; g which can be identi ed with N.
Remark 3.11 In categories of information systems for domains an inclusion morphism corresponds to an embedding projection pair and the function space constructor induces a covariant standard and continuous functor with two arguments on the subcategory of inclusion morphisms. In this restricted subcategory, we can therefore apply the initial algebra theorem into functors involving the function space. This restriction is analogous to the corresponding treatment of the function space constructor in the categories of domains as in SP82]. See Section 5.1.1 for detail.
Finally, we note that a continuous endofunctor on P may not have an initial algebra in P itself. In fact, although the existence of h, in the proof of Theorem 3.8, is always guaranteed, its uniqueness will fail, in general, when we allow non-strict morphisms.
E ectiveness
In this section, we present an e ective theory for !-algebraic I-categories. The idea is to postulate a suitable recursive structure on the base P b of the category P and de ne the computable objects and morphisms of P to be the lubs of e ective chains of objects and morphisms of P b respectively. A computable functor will then be de ned as a standard functor which is computable as a cpo function on (Mor P ; E m ). Our aim is to obtain an e ective version of the initial algebra theorem. We will use the standard notions from classical recursion theory as, for example, in Cut80]. In particular, n , is the n th partial recursive function in the standard enumeration and hm 1 ; ; m n i is the n-tupling function from N n to N.
E ective cpo's
We brie y recall the theory of computability of !-algebraic cpo's. See Plo81] for details. Let (Q; v) be any algebraic cpo with least element ? and let e : N ! K Q be any surjection representing an enumeration of its basis K Q . Write e n for e(n) and x " y if x; y 2 Q have an upper bound. We say that Q is e ectively given with respect to e with index ha; r; si if the following three conditions hold:
(i) e a = ? (ii) 
E ective I-categories
We are now ready to de ne the notion of an e ectively given !-algebraic I-category.
De nition 4.3 Let P be an !-algebraic I-category. An enumeration (A; f) of the base of P is given by an enumeration A : N ! Obj P b and an enumeration f : N ! Mor P b of its compact objects and morphisms (i.e. objects and morphisms of P b ) respectively. P is said to be e ectively given with respect to (A; f) by index ha; r; s; t; u; v; wi if the following ve conditions hold:
R1 (Mor P ; E m ) is e ectively given with respect to f with index ha; r; si; R2 dom(f n ) = A l is recursive in n and l with index t; R3 cod(f n ) = A l is recursive in n and l with index u; R4 f n = in(A l ; A p ) is recursive in n, l and p with index v; R5 f n ; f l = f p is recursive in n, l and p with index w.
Proposition 4.4 Let P be an !-algebraic I-category e ectively given with respect to (A; f).
(i) (Obj P ; E) is e ectively given with respect to A with an index which can be e ectively obtained from an index for P with respect to (A; f).
(ii) The mappings dom; cod : (Mor; E m ) ! (Obj; E) and the mapping Id : (Obj; E) ! (Mor; ; E m ) are computable and an index for each can be e ectively obtained from an index for P with respect to (A; f).
(iii) If B; C 2 Obj P are computable with indices i; j respectively and B E C, then in(B; C) is computable and an index for it can be e ectively obtained from i; j.
(iv) If g; h 2 Mor P are computable with cod(g) = dom(h), then g; h is also computable and an index for it can be e ectively obtained from one for g and one for h. ) and let l(n) be the least integer with f l(n) = f i (n) ; in(cod(f i (n) ); dom(f j (n 0 ) )); f j (n 0 ) : We have g; h = F n f l(n) , and moreover, by applying R2-R5, we nd that l is recursive with an index which is e ectively computable from i and j. We can now present the e ective version of the initial algebra theorem which rst appeared in Eda89].
De nition 4.5 (i)
Theorem 4.7 Let F be a computable endofunctor on P. Then P has a computable initial algebra (D; Id(D)), an index for which is e ectively obtainable from one for F. Moreover if (E; k) is a computable F-algebra, the unique morphism h satisfying h = F(h); k is computable and an index for h can be e ectively obtained from one for F and one for (E; k).
Proof Let i be an index for F. By Corollary 4.2, D = F F n ( ) is computable and an index for it can be e ectively obtained from i. This establishes the rst part of the theorem. Now let (E; k) be a computable F-algebra with index j, say, and let g i 's be de ned as in the proof of Theorem 3.8. We claim that hg i i i 0 , whose lub is h, is an e ective chain of computable morphisms with an index e ectively obtainable from i and j. We show that the n th element of the chain is computable with an index denoted by l i;j (n) which can be e ectively obtained from i and j. In fact, g 0 = in( ; E) is, by Proposition 4.4(iii), computable with an index e ectively obtainable from j. Now suppose the induction hypothesis holds for g n . Then, it follows by computability of F that F(g n ) is computable with an index e ectively obtainable from i and j. By Proposition 4.4(iv), therefore, g n+1 = F(g n ); k is also computable with an index e ectively obtainable from i and j and the inductive proof is complete. Finally, the function n ! l i;j (n) is recursive with an index e ectively obtainable from i and j. This proves our claim. Since h is the lub of this chain, the result now follows from Lemma 4.1.
We have therefore an e ective initial algebra theorem and a satisfactory theory of computability for !-algebraic I-categories.
Basic examples
We will brie y treat some further simple examples of I-categories in this paper.
Bounded complete information systems
A bounded complete information system is a structure A = (jAj;`;^; ), where jAj is a countable set of tokens,`is a pre-order over jAj, andî s a partial binary operation over jAj and is a distinguished token satisfying: (ii) Put A = F(D) and let B be F(E) with the proviso that for every compact element d of D, the corresponding compact element e(d) of E is relabelled with d.
Note further that the I-category BC-ISys is complete; given an increasing chain of objects hA k i k 0 , its lub is the object A k = ( jA k j; `k; ^k);
and an increasing chain of morphisms h(f k : A k ! B k )i k 0 has lub f k : A k ! B k ;
where S f k is just the union of f k 's.
Consider the full subcategory, BC-ISys*, of objects in whichì s a partial order. Since every object of BC-ISys is isomorphic to its Lindenbaum algebra (i.e. the quotient of the structure under the equivalence induced by`), which is, upto a relabelling of tokens, an object of BC-ISys*, it follows that these two categories are in fact equivalent. It can be easily shown that BC-ISys* is an !-algebraic I-category with the nice feature that an object is compact if and only if its carrier set is nite, and compact morphisms are precisely the morphisms between compact objects. It is therefore convenient to work with BC-ISys*. As regards functors, one usually de nes them in BC-ISys, but it is also possible to de ne them in BC-ISys*. We will illustrate this by constructing the function space in the latter category.
Function space constructor
Recall that the initial algebra theorem holds for covariant functors, but the general function space constructor (?) ! (?) : BC-ISys* op BC-ISys* ! BC-ISys* is contravariant in its rst argument. The situation is analogous to the one encountered in domain theory, where the problem is handled by restricting to the subcategory of projection-embeddings on which the function space constructor induces a covariant functor Sco72, SP82].
Here, we follow a similar line and restrict to the subcategory of inclusion morphisms denoted by BC-ISys* E , on which we can obtain a covariant functor (?) ! E (?) : BC-ISys* E BC-ISys* E ! BC-ISys E :
By Proposition 5.1, we will then have a treatment equivalent to the corresponding one in domain theory. We now describe the action of (?) ! E (?) on objects and inclusion morphisms. For convenience we will drop the superscript E. Given objects I and J of BC-ISys*, I ! J is de ned as follows. 
Continuous bounded complete posets
We can use BC-ISys to construct a complete I-category for continuous bounded complete posets. It is well known that the continuous bounded complete posets are exactly the projections of bounded complete (Scott) domains. This means that the category of continuous bounded complete posets and (Scott) continuous functions is equivalent to a full subcategory, CBC-ISys, of the Karoubi envelope (see for example LS86, Page 100]) of BC-ISys. In more detail, the construction is as follows.
Let P = (P; Inc; v; ) be an I-category. Then the Karoubi envelop K(P ) has as objects the retractions of P, that is, morphisms r of P such that r; r = r, while a morphism f : r ! s of K(P ) is a morphism f : dom(r) ! dom(s) of P such that f = r; f; s. For notational convenience, we will denote an object r of K(P ) more explicitly as (A; r), where A = dom(r) = cod(r). The inclusion morphisms of K(P ) are de ned by putting (A; r) E (B; s) i A E B and r E m s, with in((A; r); (B; s)) as r; in(A; B); s. The hom-sets of K(P ) have the ordering induced by the hom-set orderings of P. The distinguished object K(P) is ( ; Id( )). Finally, we de ne PK(P ) (informally, the category of projections of P) as the full subcategory of K(P ) with objects (A; r) such that r v Id(A).
Proposition 5.2 Suppose that P is a complete I-category. Then PK(P )
is a complete I-category.
Proof (outline) We consider just a few of the axioms that have to be veri ed. as claimed. Also, it is easily veri ed that the lub (with respect to Mor(P )) of an increasing sequence in Mor(PK(P )) is a morphism of PK(P ); thus Mor(PK(P )) is a subcpo of Mor(P ). It now readily follows that Axioms 3-5 hold for PK(P ).
Of course, CBC-ISys is PK(BC-ISys). Notice that it is only the presence of Axiom 1(iii) that forces us to use the construction PK(P ) rather than the more standard K(P ). For a treatment in terms of the standard Karoubi construction, with a notion of I-category lacking Axiom 1(iii), see Eda91].
Turning to domain equations, we note that any standard endofunctor F on a (complete) I-category P, which preserves the order in each hom-set, gives rise to a standard endofunctor F 0 on PK(P ) de ned as follows. For an object (A; r), we have F 0 (A; r) = (F (A); F(r)) and for a morphism f : (A; r) ! (B; s) we have F 0 (f) = F(f). It can also be checked that F 0 is continuous if F is continuous. This means that all the usual functors on BC-ISys give rise to standard and continuous functors on CBC-ISys and that the initial algebra theorem can be used to solve domain equations in CBC-ISys.
Continuous information systems have recently attained some popularity, and we shall now brie y compare the preceding with other works on the subject. We have previously ES91] used the Karoubi construction, to obtain continuous systems, in the context of (concrete) information categories. In that context, the objects of K(P ) are obtained by adding a transitive, interpolative relation (or dense order) to the structures which are the objects of P. Some details of the ensuing treatment di er from the preceding, since the relation E understood as the substructure relation does not necessarily coincide with the categorically de ned E considered above. Hoofman Hoo93] has independently given an account of continuous information systems in terms of the Karoubi construction . His account resembles our treatment of the concrete case quite closely. A di erence of detail is that he retains the use of`as an entailment relation between ( nite) sets of tokens and individual tokens, rather than reducing it to a mere ordering of information as we have done. The applications which Hoofman develops for continuous systems are quite di erent from those which we consider, and he does not introduce a cpo of systems or study domain equations.
Apart from Karoubi constructions, one may have the idea of presenting continuous domains as simply as possible in terms of densely ordered sets of tokens. This has been done in Smy77], using \R-structures" (an R-structure is a transitively ordered set of tokens such that the predecessors of each token from a directed set). The idea has recently been taken up by Vickers Vic93] , who works with an even simpler notion of \Infosys" (or densely ordered set) as well as with R-structures. As far as concerns the topics of the present paper, Smy77] addresses the e ective solution of domain equations via sequences of embeddings of R-structures (but does not have an explicit cpo of R-structures); the applications in Vic93], on the other hand, have little bearing on the present paper.
Information systems for Boolean algebras
Consider the category of classical propositional logics, CPL, whose objects are given by tuples (A;`;^; _; :; 0; 1), where`is a pre-order, and _ are binary operations, : is a unary operation and 0 and 1 are constants (representing falsity and truth respectively) satisfying: Note that the identity morphism on A is the relation A . We can now construct a category of information systems CPL-ISys for CPL. Given two objects A and B with A E B, the restriction of B to A B is clearly a morphism; it is the inclusion map of jAj into jBj i.e. in(A; B). We take equality as the trivial partial order on hom-sets and also put to be the trivial object 2 with carrier set f0; 1g and require that 2 E A for all objects of CPL-ISys. We then obtain an I-category (CPL-ISys; Inc; =; 2) which can be easily shown to be complete. and P are the product, the disjoint sum and Vietoris functors, which we will now describe.
Product. Given objects A and B of CPL-ISys, the product A B has, apart from 0 and 1, tokens of the form (a; b) with a 2 A and b 2 B. The predicate`and all operations on A B
are de ned componentwise with the extra requirement that (0; 0)`0 and 1`(1; 1). It is easy to check that this in fact gives the categorical product. Furthermore, the product of two morphisms is de ned componentwise in the obvious way and it is easy to check that the functor ? ? : CPL-ISys CPL-ISys ! CPL-ISys is in fact standard and continuous.
Coproduct. The coproduct A + B is de ned as the algebra generated by the disjoint sum jAj + jBj = f(`; a) j a 2 Ag f(r; b) j b 2 Bg subject to the condition that f`g A, respectively frg B, inherit the relations and operations from A, respectively B, and furthermore: 1`(`; 1) 1`(r; 1) (`; 0)`0 (r; 0)`0:
It is again simple to check that this gives the categorical coproduct, and that the functor ? + ? : CPL-ISys CPL-ISys ! CPL-ISys is in fact standard and continuous.
Vietoris algebra. Given an object A of CPL-ISys, the Vietoris algebra P(A) is the algebra generated by the set f a j a 2 Ag, subject where :a is the complement of a. On the other hand, the generators a of the Vietoris algebra P(F(X)) of the Boolean algebra F(X) satisfy these same relations with L a replaced by a. It follows that F(V (X)) and P(F(X)) are isomorphic.
The duality between Stone and CPL-ISys implies that solving a domain equation in either of these categories is equivalent to solving the dual equation in the other, in particular an initial algebra in CPL-ISys corresponds to a nal coalgebra in Stone. These domain equations can be quite interesting; see for example Abramsky's treatment of non-well founded sets Abr88]. We can nd the initial algebra of any endofunctor of the above type and all our construction can be made e ective. As an example, we solve the domain equation X = F(X) = 2 X in Bool-ISys. We readily nd that D = S F i (2) is the least solution (colimit). Writing the rst few terms in the above sum, we get: 
Concluding remarks: Information categories
The two I-categories BC-ISys and CPL-ISys treated in this section are examples of a much more general notion of a concrete I-category. These concrete I-categories have objects which are sets with some internal structure given by operations and predicates de ned on the elements of the sets or on their nite subsets, i.e. they are weak second order structures in the terminology of Bar77]. The partial order on objects corresponds to the substructure relation between objects; and morphisms are relations between elements or nite subsets of the carrier sets of objects. We will call these categories information categories, which like the abstract I-categories can be complete or !-algebraic. In information categories the partial order on objects A E B corresponds to the notion that A is a substructure of B i.e. jAj jBj and the predicates and operations on A are the restrictions of those on B to tokens in A. The partial order on morphisms f E m g simply reduces to f g i.e. the inclusion of relations. Similarly in complete information categories the lub of a chain of objects will be the union of the chain of structures and the lub of a chain of morphisms will simply be the set union of the relations representing the morphisms. Finally in !-algebraic information categories compact objects will be precisely the nite objects i.e. objects with a nite carrier set and the compact morphisms will be precisely the relations between nite objects. These features make information categories conceptually simple, and easy to handle; the task of verifying that a certain category is an information category and therefore an I-category becomes more straightforward. Using the notion of information categories, a number of substantial examples of complete (or !-algebraic) I-categories| including categories of information systems for SFP domains, dI-domains and continuous domains|have already been constructed in detail in ES91]; and other examples, including a category of information systems for metric spaces, are in preparation.
